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Conflict is instability, disharmony and insecurity in certain people who make life uncomfortable. Conflict broke out in South Lampung regency. Conflict involving two village, between the village of Desa Balinuraga Agom. Conflict triggered by accident lalaulintas between village youth Balinuraga with two girls Agom village. In the event of an accident arises issue of sexual abuse committed Balinuraga village youth. With the onset of sexual harassment has been the politicization of utilization indicate conflict by irresponsible parties. Politicization is the mobilization of resource use conflicts that do interest groups to achieve goals.

The purpose of this study was to determine the political actors who exploit the conflict, and the politicization of the conflict Balinuraga South Lampung regency. The method used is descriptive qualitative, with a set of government affairs chief informant Way Panji district, village government and village Balinuraga Agom, the customs officials, community leaders, two communities, political actors, practitioners and South Lampung regency political observer, journalist and the press.

Results of this study declare the politicization of the conflict. Politicization of conflicts occur in phases enlarged and expanded. Balinuraga conflict stems from a traffic accident and enlarged by the issue of sexual harassment. The main factors to be major conflict is revenge factor. There are also other factors that cause enlarged the factors of ethnic conflict, religious, economic and geographic segregation. Politicization in the conflict evidenced by the political actors emerge and take advantage of the conflict to personal and group interests. The actor who politicize conflict Balinuraga village youth are actors, the political elite, society actors, traditional leaders and community leaders, and the media. The actor can come from conflicting groups, or derived from the groups that are in conflict. Emerging and growing conflicts and conflicts resolved difficult or easy it is
because there is influence. The role of actors involved in the conflict is creating and spreading sexual harassment issues, mobilize, provoking time, instill antipathy toward other groups, and to post information that is not correct. In goal there politicization actors politicize Balinuraga conflict. The purpose of political actors and political elite fighting occurred in the realm of a notch, showing existensi, getting a recognition, demonstrate the superiority, up to gain power.
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